
Waste Industry 
Fleet Management Solutions

+ Track fuel usage and idling trends

+  CNG fuel pressure and temperature for accurately
measuring fuel usage

+ Monitor engine hours and PTO usage

+ Geofencing and route optimization

+  Monitor large waste and recycle bins and curbside containers

+ Proof of service

+  Integrations with multiple load or axle scale systems

+ Marketplace of innovative apps & add-ons

Learn more at www.gpsfms.com

Expandability

Real-Time Data Insights for Innovative Fleets
Waste management fleets are focused on achieving high standards in efficiency, productivity, and 
sustainability. Geotab’s open telematics platform provides the data and insights to help reach those 
goals. With rich data collection, easy integration, and unique Marketplace solutions, fleets can optimize 
operations while keeping customers happy.

The Geotab Advantage

https://www.geotab.com


Do more with your data

Open Platform Fleet Management Solutions

Manage Compliance

+ Reinforce policy and procedures

+  Set policy rules and alerts
+  Manage Driver Vehicle Inspection

Reporting, including pre and post
trip forms

Geotab GO Telematics Device 
+ Fast GPS acquisition time
+ Rich, second-by-second data
+ Ultra-accurate engine diagnostics
+ Self-calibrating accelerometer
+ Optional GO RUGGED IP67 device

Expandability

+ SDK & APIs
+  Partner with multiple waste-

focused Marketplace solutions
including dispatching and
routing

+  Transmit third party device
data or sensor data from the
truck to the cloud

+  IOXs add-ons (Input Output
Expanders)

Cut Fuel Costs & 
Optimize Fleet

+ Fuel consumption tracking
+  Reduce speeding and

unnecessary idling
+  Remote diagnostics and vehicle

fault codes
+  Predictive maintenance
+  Monitor tire pressure remotely
+  Monitor vehicle arm engagement

Improve Driver Safety Boost Productivity & Control Costs
+  Create customer zones for proof of service

+ Mapping integration
+  Integration with multiple route optimization

systems
+  Capture load measurement and over/under-

weight alerts through integrations with axle
and load scale systems

+  Capture sensor data from bins
+  Two way messaging
+  Driver ID

Remote Diagnostics

Remote Tire Pressure Monitoring

Camera Integration

Interactive Dashboards for  
Fleet Analysis and Management

Dispatching & Route Optimization info@gpsfms.com
Toll Free:  877-771-2236

+ Risk & safety reports

+ Driver scorecards
+ Driver feedback with GO TALK
+ Instant accident notification
+ Integrated camera options
+  Alerts for hard braking, sharp

cornering, and speeding




